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Professor David Entwistle's Integrative Approaches to Psychology and Christianity is now available

in a fully revised 3rd edition. Changes and additions have made throughout this unique volume,

including: * 42 additional pages * expanded list of models discussed * more questions for

discussions, and * an updated bibliography. As disciplines, psychology and theology share an

overlapping interest in the nature and functioning of human beings. This book provides an

introduction to many of the worldview issues and philosophical foundations that frame the

relationship of psychology and theology, includes scholarly reflection on the integration literature,

and surveys five paradigms of possible relationships between psychology and Christianity. The

book is designed to help readers become aware of the presuppositional backdrops that each of us

brings to these issues, and to understand various approaches for relating psychology and

Christianity as partly based on presuppositional assumptions. Questions at the end of each chapter

are included to help readers evaluate both the material and their own burgeoning approach to

integration. This book is ideal as a textbook for students of psychology and other behavioral and

social sciences (social work, sociology, theology, counseling, pastoral counseling) at both the

graduate and undergraduate level. It is also written for the broader readership of psychologists,

counselors, pastors, and others who are interested in integration.
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''This book . . . has been an invaluable text that has provided a unifying foundation to my course in

Psychology and Christianity for years. This text provides the history, philosophical foundations, and



conceptual framework to assist students in the complex task of relating Christianity to psychology. It

also provides the metacognitive knowledge needed to evaluate psychological theories and research

findings far into their future.''--Scott White, Clinical Psychologist, Professor of Psychology, Belhaven

University ''With this third edition, David Entwistle has improved an already excellent text. The new

edition includes significant and expanded coverage of intellectual virtues, as well as contemporary

issues in integration, such as how integration might be affected by the emphases of different

denominations. Throughout, Entwistle focuses on the possibilities of, and obstacles to, truly

integrative work. Students using this new edition will benefit both from its comprehensiveness and

clarity."--John D. Carter, Adjunct Professor, California Baptist University''For twenty years, I have

taught an introductory course on Integration . . . Integrative Approaches to Psychology and

Christianity has been on my required textbook list for almost a decade. David Entwistle masterfully

tackles critical topics such as kinds, barriers, models, assumptions, and methods of integration, and

he weaves church history and philosophy into each discussion. If integration has been a daunting

subject, this third edition is a plucky companion for the learning journey.''--Keith A. Puffer, Professor

of Psychology, Indiana Wesleyan University ''A personal travel guide into the beautiful and

bewildering landscape of Christian faith and its complex relationship to psychology, with a thoughtful

and careful buildup of the worldview and philosophical underpinnings of the various

approaches.''--R.J. Filius, Health Psychologist and Psychotherapist''Writing in an engaging personal

style, Dr. David Entwistle provides an up-to-date, thoughtful, carefully researched overview of a

huge array of scholarly literature relevant to the psychology/Christianity integration. He manages to

strike just the right balance, providing a 'big picture' perspective on the field while carefully attending

to its many nuances.''--Julie Exline, Professor, Department of Psychological Sciences, Case

Western Reserve UniversityPraise for the second edition:''Integrative Approaches to Psychology

and Christianity belongs on the bookshelves of students, clinicians, and researchers alike. In this

book Entwistle provides readers with a conceptual roadmap for exploring, examining, and

understanding Christian integrative approaches --while serving as a knowledgeable mentor along

the way--oï¬€ering in-depth analyses, theoretical insights, and practical applications.''--Jamie D.

Aten, PhD Dr. Arthur P. Rech and Mrs. Jean May Rech Associate Professor of Psychology,

Wheaton College co-editor of Spirituality and the Therapeutic Process''This book is a great resource

for teaching the integration of psychology and Christianity. It is diï¬ƒcult to ï¬•nd a resource that

articulates the main philosophical and theological ideas underlying good integration in one book.

David Entwistle provides a thorough treatment of integration that is both understandable and

readable. I strongly endorse this book for any educator tasked with teaching courses regarding the



integration of psychology and Christianity.''--Dominick D. Hankle, PhDAssistant Professor of

Psychology, Regent University --Wipf and Stock Publishers''Entwistle's book should be required

reading for all students studying the integration of psychology and theology! With questions aimed

at addressing one's personal journey in the integration process, the book provides both a

comprehensive review of the current integration research and application exercises for the growth of

the individual student. In the new edition, Entwistle takes another important step in formulating the

integration of psychology and Christianity by addressing personal views of integration through the

eyes of top psychological researchers in this ï¬•eld! This addition highlights diversity and

personalization in the study of integration for key scholars hailing from variant Christian

traditions.''--April L. Cunion, PsyD, LCPDepartment Chair and Assistant Professor of Psychology

Regent School of Undergraduate Studies --Wipf and Stock Publishers

David N. Entwistle is a licensed psychologist and spent the first decade of his professional life

providing psychotherapy in residential and outpatient settings. Since 1996 he has been on the

faculty of Malone College in Canton, OH, where he has served as chair of the Psychology

Department and has taught courses in the undergraduate psychology, graduate counseling, and

graduate Christian ministries programs. In addition to teaching and writing, Entwistle conducts

research on how patients cope with chronic medical conditions.

Though I read this for my course, I loved it as it touched a note in my life regarding unity and the

need for integration of what I think is the entire human being, both physical and spiritual. I think

anyone interested in science and the Christian Faith would benefit I'm reading this book, and I see

myself looking deeper into some of the references made to other books. Enjoy and God bless all

integrators.

I bought this as a text book for a college course. It is very informative, not too hard to read and

understand.

I like the texture of the cover on this book. I only used it a few times for a college class, but it's good

to have on the shelf as a reference

Very good book for those exploring the Christian Counselling field



It was a huge help for my Spirituality and phycology in counseling class.

It's good

Good!

This is a solid explaination of the multifaceted topic of integration. The titles of the perspectives are

a little loaded (spoiler alert) obviously the Allies model is the one being argued for, though I agree

that it should be as it makes the most sense! Read it to find out why, haha... Good book and well

written.
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